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Once, in a cottage above the cliffs on the Dark Sea of Darkness, there lived three children and their

trusty dog Nugget. Janner Igiby, his brother Tink, their crippled sister Leeli are gifted children as all

children are, loved well by a noble mother and ex-pirate grandfather. But they will need all their gifts

and all that love to survive the evil pursuit of the venomous Fangs of Dang who have crossed the

dark sea to rule the land with malice and pursue the Igibys who hold the secret to the lost legend

and jewels of good King Wingfeather of the Shining Isle of Anniera. Andrew Peterson spins

aÃ‚Â quirky and riveting tale of the IgibysÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ extraordinary journey from GlipwoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Dragon Day Festival and a secretÃ‚Â hidden in the Books and Crannies Bookstore, past the

terrifying Black Carriage, clutches of the horned hounds and loathsome toothy cows surrounding

AnkleJelly Manor, through the Glipwood Forest and mysterious treehouse of Peet the Sock Man

(known for a little softshoe and wearing tattered socks on his hands and arms), to the very edge of

the Ice Prairies.  Full of characters rich in heart, smarts, and courage, On the Edge of the Dark Sea

of Darkness presents a world of wonder and a tale children of all ages will cherish, families can read

aloud, and readersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ groups are sure to discuss for its layers of meaning about

lifeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢sÃ‚Â true treasure and tangle of the beautiful and horrible, temporal and eternal, and

good and bad. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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I've now read the entire series, so in some ways, this review is for all four books.Initially, the



author's whimsical sense of humor (which I eventually came to enjoy) can give the impression that

these stories aren't written with the same kind of gravitas as Narnia. But by the end of the series, I

found these books to be thematically even richer than Narnia, which is my favorite piece of literature

for all time.There are not many overt spiritual references, but there are many powerful themes that

any Christian will recognize. Among these are . . .- looking forward to a Kingdom and homesickness

for heaven- drawing strength and courage from our identity in Christ- there are many powerful

metaphors for ministry, for shining as lights in a dark world and rescuing people from

enemy-occupied territory- empathy for others, including enemies- fighting with our sinful nature. We

have many noble aims but we can be our own worst enemies- being attracted to inner beauty and

strength of character vs. only outer beauty- God taking our deepest wounds and turning them into

something beautiful, using them for good and to help us empathize with othersI'm 31 years old, and

I found myself moved to tears by the Wingfeather Saga on several occasions. It spurred me on in

my faith and helped me to fix my eyes on Christ. It helped give me courage to run the race. If I were

a parent, I would love to read this with my children and discuss the meaning of each chapter. I think

it would be quite character-building.

This is a war story. A compelling, intriguing, sometimes quirky but deeply moral war story. This is

the kind of story that helps us believe that we could stand and be counted if called upon to do so.

This is a story that feeds the imagination and stretches the soul and it is a beautiful testimony to the

power of family. It is a very good story to have in our moral imaginations.Getting into the early pages

is more than a bit disorienting. Like Middle Earth, we have humans and other creatures cohabiting in

a war torn land. Unlike Middle Earth, the names are goofy and seem like a long series of smart

jokes. It was enormously helpful for me to know that Mr. Peterson intended this to be the "vastness

of Lord of the Rings" with the "whimsey of the Princess Bride". I tend to prefer more serious

character sketches but once I allowed myself to get into the style, I found that it actually works really

well."Oh, yes, the people of Skree were quite free, as long as they were in their homes by midnight.

And as long as they bore no weapons, and they didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t complain when their fellow

Skreeans were occasionally taken away across the sea, never to be seen again. But other than the

cruel Fangs and the constant threat of death and torture, there wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t much to fear

in Skree."It is clear from the introduction that we have an oppressed people who are living a shadow

of real life. We know right away that this is a story about good versus evil and that the characters we

are about to fall in love with are suffering.The first portion of the book uses humor and quirkiness to

reveal this tension. Like any good epic, this home setting is peppered with questions about identity,



purpose and intention. The characters are sketched with the promise that they will be filled in as we

go - but that they themselves still have much to learn about their history and how that will reveal

their future. It is a very good setup and the layers are pulled back slowly.The quirkiness dissipates

when the hero struggle begins to emerge. We still have weird names and strange creatures with

goofy tendencies, but those become servants of the text instead of the focus once the children are

in jail.What I found particularly rewarding about this text is that is does not hold back on the need for

people to behave in heroic ways even when it may cost them everything. There aren't many cheap

saves or easy outs. This is a dark and dangerous culture war and it requires character, love, faith

and hope to survive.The family context is gorgeous. It is so authentic. All of the normal family battles

are present but they are met with love and loyalty and faith. Faith in each other and in The Maker

and His providence.An excellent first book in a series that I can't wait to unpack.I would rate the

intensity of this book as being on par with the early Harry Potter books or The Hobbit. More intense

and mildly violent than Narnia or The Green Ember but just as moral, wholesome and heroic. In fact,

there are a number of things in the text which remind me of the HP books. There is no witchcraft or

wizardry but there are mythical creatures who are otherworldly and there are some questions about

one character who was human and is now somehow altered. Classic fantasy type of stuff.Like The

Green Ember, a new book with an old soul.

I borrowed this book from the library while on a trip out of town. I found myself laughing aloud right

from the very beginning, and even stopped to share a few lines with my curious travelling

companions. Peterson's writing is rich and deeply meaningful ~ broken up by moments of roaring

laughter. When I arrived home, I immediately purchased a copy of the book for my very own--to

place on the shelf right alongside the classics, such as C.S. Lewis's Narnia tales. See ~ it's not just

a children's book! My children BEGGED me to read it to them, so I obliged.Each night, they would

beg for just ONE more chapter. This book revolutionized our nightly read-aloud time! I used to have

a youngster who would rather go to sleep at night than have a story read to him. NOT ANYMORE.

Now my older children (ages 10 and 7) cannot wait for story time. This book, by far, is their

FAVORITE BOOK. EVER WRITTEN. That said--the book is not for the faint of heart. I have a

sensitive 7 year old and I was afraid this book would be too "scary" for him. I let him decide. The

epic tale of good vs. evil and the adventure of it all won him over. Peterson has a way of doing

that.As far as what age this book is appropriate for? I would say it depends on the child, but for a

rule of thumb I would hold off until the child has a firm grasp on real vs. make-believe. I have not

read this to my kindergartner b/c he would be half expecting an army of fangs to invade our



neighborhood. I suggest buying the book (oh, do I ever!!!) and letting your sensitive children decide

for themselves as you tackle a chapter or two. You WILL end up reading it eventually. You MUST!

So grab a copy and read it yourself, and tuck it on the shelf until you think the little ones are ready.In

our house, we share all kinds of "inside jokes" related to Peterson's books. It's become a treasure

that we all carry a piece of in our hearts. A family language, of sorts. Despite the fact that our local

library carries the series ~ we've purchased each book as we go along. They are part of our family

now, and I look forward to the day my children pass these titles down to their own families! A sweet

heritage. Thank you to the author, Andrew Peterson, for putting such beauty into the world that we

can all belly-up to.
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